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Instantly turn flight 
time into show time
Business travel doesn’t have to be all business. Sometimes 
passengers just want a little downtime and fun time. With 
Gogo Vision, you can kick back to unlimited blockbuster 
movies and TV, immerse into a stunning 3D moving 
map, catch up on the news and even explore a library of 
e-magazines. All on-demand and available on your personal 
device.

For operators, Gogo Vision is a dream. It’s fully integrated into 
all Gogo AVANCE solutions, so there’s no extra hardware or 
software needed, and no streaming costs at all. Just turn it on 
and see your passenger happiness take off. 

Vision+ or Vision360 gives you access to AVANCE over-the-
air (OTA) updates. Allowing you to automatically update 
your Gogo Vision content, push AVANCE configurations, 
and remotely update your AVANCE system software. It’s an 
incredibly easy way to keep your inflight experience up to date 
so you can be productive, entertained, and connected.
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Blockbuster movies and binge-worthy TV shows are better than viewing 
the same old DVD—again. Now, with Gogo Vision you can sit back 
and enjoy the latest high-quality movies or TV episodes (subscription 
required) on your own personal device or equipped cabin monitors. The 
touchscreen interface lets you easily browse titles, or search and sort by 
genre, duration or content type.

Everyone loves movies and TV
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Captivate your passengers with an immersive, 
game-like 3D interactive experience, and 
engaging and informative Point-Of-Interest (POI) 
content. From departure to destination, everyone 
on board can use Gogo Vision to follow the flight 
path and view a realistic and detailed aircraft 
rendering set against a full 3D Earth satellite 
imagery background.

See the flight 
and the world in 
stunning 3D
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› Stunning 3D for your entire flight path › Take in the pilots view from the cockpit

› Explore global Points-Of-Interest (POI) › Get real-time flight data
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Stay up on the 
news while up  
in the clouds
News happens fast these days, but you don’t 
have to worry about missing it. With Gogo 
Vision, you can access recent Bloomberg news 
video clips (subscription required) to keep you 
informed while you’re on the go. Check out 
market updates, politics, opinions and sports—
or even what’s happening at home and in the 
rest of the world. News clips are updated each 
time the aircraft lands, so you'll have fresh 
content aboard when you take off.
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Ready for some  
reading material?
Take some time to catch up on your interests. 
The Gogo Vision eMagazine library (subscription 
required) features approximately 30 current 
publication titles - you're sure to find something 
to suit your mood. 

Each publication features the most current issue 
plus the prior issue, all presented in a beautiful 
e-reader format. Vision eliminates the need for 
physical magazines and gives you a faster, safer, 
more engaging way to make the world of print 
available during flight.
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Gogo Cloudport is a small, simple device that turns your hangar into a Gogo Cloud hot spot 
and gives you access to the Gogo Cloud network. You can automatically update your Gogo 
Vision content, push AVANCE configurations via DASH, and remotely update your AVANCE 
system software. It’s an incredibly easy way to maintain your inflight experience so you can 
be productive, entertained, and connected.

Features
 AVANCE over-the-air (OTA)

Cloudport enables AVANCE OTA to provide you the capability to maintain Gogo’s optimal 
connectivity service level, ensuring your system remains up to date with access to the latest 
features and allows you to maximize equipment benefit.

OTA software updates via DASH

› Gogo AVANCE systems have the ability 
to perform remote software updates, 
keeping your system up to date without 
having to use a USB or even schedule 
downtime.

OTA content updates for Gogo Vision

› Automatically downloads new Vision 
content such as movies, TV shows, news 
clips and more, by utilizing a wireless 
connection to an onboard AVANCE 
system.

OTA troubleshooting for Gogo support

› Remotely collects Gogo information 
from your aircraft for Gogo Tech Support 
to troubleshoot issues.

OTA AVANCE configurations via DASH

› Use DASH MIX to customize connectivity 
configurations from your desk or phone 
and have it pushed remotely through a 
Cloudport to your aircraft.

Gogo Cloudport
Remotely keep your AVANCE system up to date 
without lifting a finger
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Go global
Make your experience international. 
Audio tracks for select movie and 
TV titles are available in English, 
Spanish, French, Italian, German, 
Swedish, and Russian. The Gogo 
Vision user interface can be translated 
into English, Spanish, French, Italian, 
German, Arabic, and Russian.

Easily access 
cabin controls
Gogo Vision supports select Cabin 
Management Systems so you can 
access your CMS straight from the 
Vision app menu. Just tap to open your 
CMS, do what you need and get right 
back to your entertainment. (Contact 
Gogo for currently supported CMSs.)
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Gogo Vision pricing

Gogo Vision Standard

Destination Weather

Base
FlightPath3D Moving Map

Gogo Vision+

Destination Weather

News Clips

eMagazines

Cloudport

Premium
FlightPath3D Moving Map

Gogo Vision 360

Destination Weather

News Clips

eMagazines

Cloudport

Unlimited Movies

Unlimited TV

International Languages

Premium
FlightPath3D Moving Map

*Available from authorized Gogo OEM/Dealer representative

Gogo Vision Standard Gogo Vision+ Gogo Vision 360

Complimentary with all AVANCE systems
$525/month   

$895/month
$12,732 one-time fee*

Over-the-air content 
and software updates

Over-the-air content 
and software updates



gogoair.com

Connect with us:

+1 888.328.0200  Toll-free  
+1 303.301.3271  Worldwide connect@gogoair.com  


